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INTRODUCTION 

The maximum volume of sample injected for a 

chromatographic separation depends upon column dimensions, 
column efficiency, retention factor(s) and the sample diluent.  
Frequently the diluent is a solvent which is significantly stronger than 

the mobile phase at injection and the retention at the head of the 
column is decreased resulting in poor peak shape and a loss of 

column efficiency.  The maximum volume which should be injection 
can be calculated by this equation1 … 

 

Vinj = *VR*K/N     (1) 
 

Where  describes the acceptable efficiency loss, for 5%  = 

0.05 = 0.224 and K is a scalar usually taken to be 2.  If we consider 
a 2.1 x 50 mm column packed with 1.7 mm particles and a retention 

factor of 2, the maximum injection volume associated with a 5% 
efficiency loss is … 

 

Vinj = (0.224)*2*375/13,000  1.5 L.   (2) 
 

Injecting larger sample volumes will result in greater extra 
column dispersion which may be acceptable depending upon assay 
requirements.  If a 4.6 x 250 mm column packed with 5 mm 

particles is used, Equation (1) indicates an injection volume of 23 L 
is consistent with a 5 percent efficiency loss. 

 

When gradient separations are employed, it is desirable to 
ensure that the sample components are strongly retained at the 
head of the column in the initial conditions of the gradient.  

Chromatographic assays frequently use injection volumes 
significantly larger than those suggested by equation 1 in order to 

maximize chromatographic sensitivity within the resolution 
requirements of the separation.  Equation (1) assumes that the 
sample diluent has the same solvent strength as the mobile phase at 

the time of injection.  This is frequently not the case when samples 
have limited solubility in the initial mobile phase.  As a simpler 

alternative to Equation (1) is the so-called  a “5 percent rule” that 
when the mobile phase and sample diluent are of similar strength, 

the maximum injection volume should be about 5% of the column’s 
void volume. For a 2.1 x 50 mm column with 1.7 mm particles this is  

6 L; for the 4.6 x 250 mm column with 5 mm particles the 

maximum injection volume increases to 137 L. 
 

For smaller columns, it is critical to ensure that analytes are 

strongly retained at the head of the column to preserve the 
efficiency.  This is frequently accomplished with trace enrichment 
and/or trapping applications requiring a trapping column, valves  and 

a secondary pump.  Another approach commonly employed in 
preparative chromatography is so-called at column dilution in which 

a diluent pump provides solvent that dilutes the sample sufficiently 
to ensure its retention at the head of the column.  The requirement 
for an ancillary pump and valves to manage either of these 

approaches makes them less attractive.   In this communication, we 
describe an alternative mechanism to ensure that the sample is 

presented to the column under conditions which ensure retention, 
a.k.a. sample focusing. 

 

A sample of a seven component mixture was prepared in 100 
percent acetonitrile and separated with a gradient method that 

included a short isocratic hold.  The sample was diluted 10 fold with 
HPLC grade water and was separated using the same gradient 

method.  Two (2) L of the concentrated sample were injected while 

20 L of the diluted sample were injected into a 2.1 x 50 mm Acquity 
BEH C18 column packed with 1.7 mm particles. The injection 
volumes represent 1.7 and 17 percent of the column’s void volume 

respectively.   The early eluting peaks split while the last four peaks 
are unaffected as shown in Figure 1. 

In this presentation, a feature contained within many sample 

managers, Auto Additions, is exploited to restore chromatographic 
performance when the sample diluent and injection volume do not 

conform to best chromatographic practice.   In the more typical use  
of  Auto Additions the desired sample injection volume is co-injected 
with volume(s) taken from selected vials which contain standards  

which are co-injected .  This allows the co-injected standards to be 
used as an internal standard or as quantitation by standard 

additions.  In this presentation, a weak solvent is co-injected to 
enhance retention. 
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METHODS 

Chromatography:   Waters Acquity BEH C18 columns (2.1 x 50 

mm, 2.1 x 150 mm and 1.0 x 150 mm) packed with 1.7  m 
particles were used as well as Waters Acuity BEH Amide columns 

(2.1 x 100 mm and 1.0 x 100 mm) packed with 1.7  m particles.  

Mobile phases were prepared from HPLC grade water and 
acetonitrile and LC/MS grade formic acid and ammonium formate as 
noted.  A Waters Acquity H Class system was used to perform the 

separations and the pre-column tubing was modified to reduce pre-
column dispersion for the 1.0 mm ID separations.  Waters Empower 

vs. 3.0 was used for control, data collection and analysis. An Acquity 
PDA detector was used.  Separations were scaled using the Acquity 
Column Calculator and  Gradient Smart Start.   Standards were 

obtained from Sigma Aldrich.   Column temperature is 40  C unless 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

  Peak shape and quality of separations can be 

 negatively impacted by injection of large 
 volumes of samples dissolved in strong 

 solvents. 

  Ensuring conditions which promote peak 

 focusing is critical. 

  At Injection Dilution divides the sample 

 injection volume into four or more volumes 
 which are  bracketed with a weak diluent. 

  With At Injection Dilution larger volumes of 

 sample can be injected under focusing 

 conditions. 

  At Injection Dilution can be performed 

 without the addition of a secondary pump, 

 valves or a trapping  column. 

  At Injection Dilution improves separations on 

 both  2.1 and 1.0 mm ID columns. 

  At Injection Dilution is compatible with HILIC 

 separations 

 

Figure 1. Effect of Sample Diluent on Gradient Separation with Con-

stant Mass Injected. 

 

Figure 2.  At Injection Dilution Compared to Manual Dilution 
at Constant Mass Injected.  

 
The relative peak heights are summarized in Table 1 which 

shows that manual dilution and At Injection Dilution yield equivalent 
results.  Peak 1 is 2-acetylfuran; peak 2 is acetanilide; peak 3 is 

acetophenone: peak 4 is propiophenone, peak 5 is butyl paraben; 
peak 6 is benzophenone and peak 7 is valerophenone.  Figure 3 
shows the impact of the degree of dilution  on the same separation 

with a constant sample volume injected. 

Table 1.  Relative Peak Heights for Manual and At Injection 

Dilution 

 
Figure 3.  Variation of Dilution Factor with Constant Mass 

Injected. 
 

The same sample was injected using At Injection Dilution with 

varying volumes of water co-injected with the sample volume kept at 

2 L and the same number of segments of water and sample.  The 
results are shown in Figure 3.  The black trace corresponds to a 5:1 

dilution factor, the purple trace has a 10:1 dilution factor and the 
blue trace has a 20:1 dilution factor.  Two observations can be made 
from inspection.   First, the peaks eluting under isocratic and mixed 

mode are strongly impacted by the degree of dilution both in terms 
of their peak shape and retention time.  Second, the peaks which 

elute under primarily gradient conditions are only weakly impacted   
Table 2  summarizes the effects on the first two peaks. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Table 2.  Separation Metrics for Figure 3. 

The optimum dilution factor is between 10:1 and 20:1.  Peak 

1 elutes under isocratic conditions while Peak 2 elutes under partial 

gradient conditions and shows a greater benefit from peak focusing. 

Reversed Phase Separations on 1 mm Columns 
 

A 1 mm ID column will require a reduction in the injection 

volume by a factor of 4.4x relative to that employed with a 2.1 mm 

ID column of equal length. Equation 1 indicates that a 1.0 x 150 mm 

column requires a 0.52 L injection volume while the “5 percent rule” 

predicts  a maximum injection volume of 3.9  L.  It is highly 

desirable to maximize the degree of sample focusing with 1 mm ID 

columns.   Figure 4 shows the results for 3 L injections with and 

without At Injection Dilution.  With At Injection Dilution the first two 

peaks are dramatically improved.  The first two gradient peaks are 

somewhat sharper with At Injection Dilution and equivalent peak 

width and height are obtained for the last three gradient peaks. 

Figure 4.  1x150 mm Separation  for 3 L with and without At 

Injection Dilution. 

Figure 5 compares 10 L injections on a 2.1 and 1.0 mm 

column with and without At Injection Dilution. Both columns are 150  

mm long.  Without At Injection Dilution the 2.1 mm column shows 

distorted peaks for the early eluting compounds.  With At Injection 

Dilution the 1.0 mm column shows acceptable peak shapes for all of 

the peaks and the peaks eluting under the gradient are about 4x 

larger for the 1 mm column which is consistent with the expected 

gain in peak concentration for a 1 mm column vs. a 2.1 mm column.  

The red trace is from the 1.0 mm column and the blue trace is from 

the 2.1 mm column.  The use of At Injection Dilution provided 

superior results with the more demanding 1 mm ID column with a 

large injection volume. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Sample 
Peak 

1 
Peak 

2 
Peak 

3 
Peak 

4 
Peak 

5 
Peak 

6 
Peak 

7 

10 x dilution 100.4 103.1 102.4 102.8 100.4 104.0 103.9 
Manual  

dilution 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
10x  

concentrate 48.5 36.6 67.2 90.5 94.3 98.2 102.4 

RESULTS 

At Injection Dilution for Reversed Phase  
Chromatography 

 
Figure 2 shows the results obtained with this variation of At 

Column Dilution which can be called At Injection Dilution2.  The red 

trace is a 2 L injection of the sample dissolved in 100 percent ac-

etonitrile.  The blue and purple traces correspond to a 20 L injec-

tion of a manually diluted sample (10X) and a 2 L injection of the 

concentrated sample with 10-fold At Injection Dilution.  The two 
diluted samples are virtually identical by visual inspection, but the 
at injection dilution shows a marginal improvement which indicates 

limited sample focusing.  Table 1 summarizes some critical chro-
matographic metrics for these separations.  Without dilution of the 

100 percent acetonitrile sample diluent, the first four peaks are se-
verely broadened and the USP Tailing Factors clearly indicate ex-

treme fronting and peak splitting.  The peak heights are roughly 1 
-4 percent greater for the At Injection Dilution vs. manual dilution. 

Dilution Rel Hgt 
Peak 1 

(%) 

Rel Hgt 
Peak 2 

(%) 

Width  
Peak 1 
(sec)  

Width  
Peak 2 
(sec)  

USP 
Tailing  
Peak 1 

USP 
Tailing  
Peak 2 

5:1 82.3 69.2 3.56 4.16 1.195 1.016 

10:1 96.8 91.2 3.20 3.52 1.187 1.059 

20:1 100 100 3.16 3.08 1.204 1.169 

Figure 6 shows a comparison of 5 L injections onto a 2.1 x 

100 mm HILIC column and on a 1.0 x 100 mm HILIC column.  The 

blue trace corresponds to the 2.1 mm column while the red trace 

corresponds to the 1.0 mm column.  The order of elution is 

metanephrine, normetanephrine, norepinephrine, dopamine, and 

epinephrine in a 5:95 methanol:0.1 % formic acid diluent.  A mixture 

of 10:90 water:acetonitrile was used as the At Injection diluent. 

  

Figure 6.  Comparison of HILIC Separation on 2.1 x 100 and 

1.0 x 100 mm HILIC Columns. 

While there is a loss of resolution between the first peak pair, 

the 1 mm separation provides baseline resolution between the 

remaining peaks with a doubling of peak responses for the same 

injection volume.  The first two peaks elute during the extended 

isocratic hold at the start of the gradient and are more sensitive to 

pre-column dispersion than the later eluting peaks. 

Figure 7 shows the benefits of At Injection Dilution for 7 L 

injections onto a 1 x 100 mm HILIC column.  The black trace is with 

At Injection Dilution and the blue trace is without.  Both resolution 

and sensitivity are improved with At Injection Dilution. 

Figure 7.   1 x 100 mm HILIC Column —7 L Injection with 

and without At Injection Dilution. 

 

Figure 5. 10 L injections on a 2.1mm (conventional) and 

1.0 mm column (with At Injection Dilution). 

 

HILIC SEPARATION OF CATECHOLAMINES 

The polar nature of the catecholamines makes them an ex-

cellent candidate for HILIC separations as an alternative to ion 

pairing chromatography.  Mixtures of norepinephrine, epinephrine, 

dopamine, normetanephrine, and metanephrine were separated 

with a mobile phase gradient with an A solvent containing 95:5 wa-

ter (30 mM ammonium formate buffer, pH 3:acetonitrile) and a B 

solvent containing 15:85 water (30 mM ammonium formate buffer, 

pH3:acetonitrile) of Catecholamines with 1 and 2.1 mm Columns 

particles.   The gradient has an isocratic hold for 1 minute in 100% 

B followed by a linear ramp to 10% A from 1 to 2 minutes. 


